Abstract. Understanding the drivers of geographic variation in species richness is one of the fundamental 22 goals in ecology and biogeography. Fish is the key element in freshwater ecosystem and the focus of 23 fishery production and biological conservation. Chinese freshwater fish fauna is rich and largely endemic 
88

Species data
89
We collected literatures (monographs, dissertations, journal articles, and investigation reports) on fish 90 diversity in 103 nature reserves. In case of two publications in the same area, we chose the latest one. our investigation. To keep consistency in habitat type, we also excluded nature reserves entirely for 93 wetlands and lakes. To make the data comparable, we checked the methods used to collect fish specimens 
Environmental data
99
To compare the power of the four hypotheses (energy availability, physiological tolerance, climat ic 100 seasonality and habitat heterogeneity) in explaining regional fish richness pattern, we selected 14
101
Biogeosciences Discuss., https://doi.org/10. 
127
For each hypothesis, we used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to select the best model due to 128 the significant correlations between some environmental predictors (Table S3) 
137
Fish richness (FR) in the 86 nature reserves showed evident spatial pattern at regional scale ( longitudinal trend in elevation, the stronger longitudinal gradient in fish richness. After regressing fish 143 richness against mean elevation, no relationships between longitude and residual fish richness were found 144 (Fig. 3) .
145
The results of simple linear regression showed that, most environmental variables explained 146 considerable spatial variance in FR. TEMmin had the highest explanatory power (49.9%), followed by 147 TEM (48.7%) and PREmin (46.1%) (Table S2 ).
148
Summary of the best regression model for each hypothesis showed that physiological tolerance 
154
Moran's I correlograms of FR were positive at relatively short distance and were negative at longer 155 distance. Significant spatial patterns were found in the residuals of energy availability model, climat ic 156 seasonality model, and habitat heterogeneity model, especially at short distance. Physiological tolerance 
